
artwurl.org

artwurl.org is a non-profit webzine -project of PS122 Gallery, New York- that 
aims to provide a space for conversation, practice and research of 
contemporary critical, conceptual and political art. Featuring texts, interviews 
between artists as well as curated artist projects, artwurl.org opens a window 
for emerging and more established artists of all disciplines to show their work, 
discuss their concerns and explore the possibilities of the Internet, both as an 
alternative exhibition space and a medium for art-making.

http://www.ps122gallery.org/




• “External Affairs”, artwurl.org’s exhibition. Works by Andrea Geyer, 
Cristobal Lehyt, Alina Grumiller and Kabir Carter, Fall 2004



“Puntos Cardinales”, artwurl.org’s exhibition. Works by Driton Hardjenini, 
Julieta Aranda, Mariam Ghani and Gasto Ickowicz, Fall 2005



MAPQUEST an exhibition curated by Elena Sorokina at PS122 Gallery, NY. Works by: Lize Mogel and Dario
Azzellini - Daniel Blochwitz - Cartographic Perspectives: Map Art - Center for Urban Pedagogy (CUP)- Ewen 
Chardronnet - The Friends of William Blake- Elise Gardella - Ryan Griffis/Temporary Travel Office - Ashley Hunt 
- Lasse Lau - Nadxieli Mannello - Carlos Motta - Sarah Ross - Gregory

http://artwurl.org/projects/PRO036.html


* SOCIAL NETWORKS AND NETWORK ART

1. The intersection of electronic networks with physical 
community-networks.

2. The political role of ‘network’ artists that attempt to re-
establish physical community-networks with the aid of 
technological/electronic work.

3. The work of 4 particular artists that use the formation of 
(electronic) networks in their work, thus proposing 
interesting ideas of political agency and effect.



NETWORKS

COMPUTER NETWORKS
computer network the ability of two devices capable of being networked. The 
devices can be separated by a few meters -via Bluetooth or thousands of kilometers 
-via the Internet.

SOCIAL NETWORKS
A social structure made of parts/individuals/organizations that have particular links 
between them. This kind of network is called “social”, in that it indicates the ways in 
which they are connected through various social familiarities ranging from 
acquaintances to close familial or business ties.







AGENCY

NETWORK ART: - participatory or collaborative 

- completed with the input from both the 
maker/sender and audience/receiver

ARTIST: - responsibility in considering the effects that an artwork 
can exercise in the world.

AGENCY: - Agency manifests itself in the possibilities for 
influencing, changing, or creating institutions and events. 

Agency is the capacity to make choices and to impose those choices on the world. 
Agency is dynamic, collective and historical.



ARTISTIC AUTHORITY

ARTIST: : - Artistic mediation 

- Parameters

- Rules and mechanisms of participation

AGENCY: - Agency increases as participants are invited to develop the 
system through their participation.

AUTHORITY: - Promised “democracy” and “openness”
of network art must be questioned, as the maker’s authority
may be dismantled. 



ARTISTS WORKS:
* KIRSTEN FORKERT:

“The Conversation,” 2006 

www.visibleartactivity.com/kirsten/theconversation/conversation.htm

* RICARDO MIRANDA ZUNIGA:

“Fallout,” 2005

http://turbulence.org/Works/fallout/

* MARIANA SILVA RAGGIO: 

“Archivo: Documento Autobiografico de los habitantes de Chile,” 2002

www.marianasilva.cl (Archivo)

* MARIAM GHANI: 

“Kabul Reconstructions,“ 2003

http://www.kabul-reconstructions.net/



KIRSTEN FORKERT

Work: “The Conversation,” 2006 

URL: www.visibleartactivity.com/kirsten/theconversation/conversation.htm

DESCRIPTION

“The Conversation is an examination of the political role of the artist and the 
intellectual. The work is anchored in a series of conversations around two 
labor disputes at cultural institutions: the 2006 teaching assistants' strike at 
NYU and the 2000 strike at MOMA. I have decided to focus on these 
situations because they foreground the politics of our own behavior within 
the art or academic worlds (we who have traditionally considered ourselves 
to be outside of politics and especially class politics). The project takes these 
conversations as a starting point to consider the ideologies surrounding the 
role of the artist and the intellectual. For example, when we use terms like 
'worker' or 'professional', do we include ourselves in that definition? The 
project also invites you to participate in the activity of defining, and 
redefining this language—beginning by asking how we can talk about class.”









RICARDO MIRANDA ZUNIGA

Work: “Fallout,” 2005 

URL: http://turbulence.org/Works/fallout/

DESCRIPTION

“Fallout serves as a repository of personal perspectives concerning the 
enigma of the Nicaraguan national character. Initiated by requesting 
personal commentary from individuals representing various generations of 
one family, Fallout is an open archive of informed and thoughtful insights 
addressing the past, present and future of Nicaragua as well as parallel 
situation in other countries.”











MARIANA SILVA

Work: “Archivo: Documento Biografico de los habitantes de Chile,” 2002 

URL: www.marianasilva.cl      (Archivo)

DESCRIPTION

“Archivo: Documento Biográfico de Los Habitantes de Chile" ("Archive: 
Biographical Document of the Inhabitants of Chile"), a project by Chilean artist Mariana 
Silva is constituted of autobiographical letters solicited from the general public through 
flyers distributed directly on the streets, posters hung in public spaces, and through an 
ad published in a newspaper of national circulation. Subsequently, the letters were 
inserted by various voluntary collaborators in letterboxes installed in subway stations or 
sent directly to the artist by normal and electronic mail. 













MARIAM GHANI
Work: “Kabul Reconstructions,” 2003-2006 

“How do you see the dissapeared”, 2006

URL: http://www.kabul-reconstructions.net
http://turbulence.org/Works/seethesisappeared/

DESCRIPTION

“Kabul:Reconstructions is an interactive documentary and public dialogue project that documents 
the post-conflict reconstruction of the city of Kabul at one-year intervals from the winter of 2002 to 
the winter of 2004. Along the way, it offers both an insider's perspective on the back-room politics of 
critical moments in the reconstruction and an outsider's perspective on the changing surface and 
structures of the city.”

“How Do You See the Disappeared? is an ongoing collaborative project by Mariam Ghani & Chitra 
Ganesh whose goal is to is to create alternative systems for collecting stories from the immigrants 
whose lives as individuals are lost in the abstractions of legalities and headlines, and to develop 
from those stories new terms and languages through which the issues of the immigration debate can 
be framed. A Warm Database is the web-based phase of this project, and serves three purposes: as 
an annotated guide for the uninitiated to and through the mountains of documents that surround 
detention, deportation and immigrants' rights; as a resource for and call to action; and as the starting 
point of a data collection project designed to span multiple communities and languages. The Warm 
Database that is presented in this first version of the project is an interface for the further 
visualization and presentation of the data that we will collect and translate after the project's launch, 
as we've done in the examples of the small set of responses collected already.”









OTHER NETWORK ART WiTH COLLABORATIVE CREATION:

* Natalie Bookchin and Jacqueline Stevens, agoraXchange project

http://www.agoraxchange.net/index.php?page=1386

* Max Barry’s, NationStates

http://www.nationstates.net/cgi-bin/index.cgi
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